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Record-Setting Run for Wall Street Confounding 

Calls for an Imminent Pullback 
Submitted November 7, 2021  

 

A Snapshot of the Market for the Week Ended November 5, 2021: 

Last Wednesday, the Federal Reserve announced that its monetary stance had officially changed direction. 
The Fed will start reducing its bond-purchasing program by $15 billion a month, with a plan to end all asset 
purchases by June of 2022. Presently, the annual QE equates to about 7.0% of the money supply. I would 
consider this move by the Fed as serious tightening because it is a relatively quick wind down. Bernanke, 
former Chairman of the Fed, said that $600 billion of QE was equivalent to a 75 bps rate cut. Thus, removing 
$1.4 trillion of asset purchases, which the Fed is planning to do over the next 8 months, is like adding at least 
that amount of tightening. Yet, it came with no surprise and no tantrums, even though the message was 
institutionally biased to appease inflationary expectations. Powell has said on several occasions that he has 
no intention to preside over a rerun of the 1970s inflationary experience.  
 
The whole thing makes me wonder what all the fuss over tapering has been about. All market participants 
know that there is a palpable eagerness on the part of most central banks to throw the QE monetary tools 
back into the policy box as quickly as economic conditions permit. But those same banks don’t want money 
market and bond traders to think that rate hikes are imminent, either.  
 
I think the Fed has calculated that with this tapering move, it will not be necessary to hike the policy rate until 
late 2022. In other words, Powell was able to communicate that he has not given up on full employment, or 
on the idea that the current bout of inflation is transitory and has no intention of draining accommodation 
too quickly. He cleverly separated the timing of the tapering process from future rate increases, insisting that 
the program was not on auto-pilot, and that adjustments would be made if economic conditions demanded 
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them. The FOMC did not offer any new projections and there was nothing to suggest that forecasts had 
moved from centering on a one quarter-point hike next year.   
 
While the switch to renewables, supply constraints and food shortages are creating inflationary pressures, 
they are essentially relative price movements. Persistent and growing inflation must be accompanied by 
monetary growth. This is not happening right now. Nor is it likely to happen later: the QE influence on money 
supply growth will completely disappear by June. Moreover, the USD value of the world money supply is 
decelerating fast. It’s up 8.8% year-over-year, but has only grown at the annual rate of 3.9% and 2.5% over 
the last 6 months and 3 months respectively.  
 
Interestingly, the Baltic Freight Index, which is a very reliable measure of global supply and demand for 
industrial products, is down 51% from 5650-30 days ago. It was 2769 on Thursday. 2000 is considered normal. 
I cannot say this will prove that the troubling world-wide supply chain problem is over, but I did notice that 
energy bills as a percentage W-GDP are now below the crucial 10% level: it was 8.7% on Thursday. I would 
not consider this to be a deflationary hit, but it certainly augurs well for interest rates. History is clear on this 
one: where energy prices go, interest rates are likely to follow. At this moment, global food prices, which are 
at an all-time high, with all the political uncertainties that go along with that, are eating into the disposable 
income of the average household. While elevated food prices are cause for concern, they have not been high 
enough for a sufficient amount of time to cause a major headache for the economy or for central bankers. 
But watch out, for herein lies the risk. 
 
In a new study, economists at Nomura believe that the scars left by the pandemic, like debt, inequality, 
unemployment and political turbulence, will likely reduce the world economy’s potential growth rate to 2.5% 
in the next decade, down from 2.8% in the post-financial crisis years and 3.4% pre-2008. This means that the 
neutral rate is much lower than it used to be and the Fed will not be able to top previous rate-hike cycles. 
The last time the Fed raised rates was in 2018 and it could not go any higher than 2.5% before creating chaos. 
I think the new level is 1.25%. Nomura goes on to say: “Central banks will not need to raise rates aggressively 
to tighten financial conditions to keep inflation in check or ease pressures in the economy.”  
 
While intuitively, the act of tapering could lead to higher interest rates, it may not lead to that at all. The 
Treasury will definitively moderate its issuance of new notes from the extreme pandemic budget deficits of 
2020-2021. Additionally the banking system is flush with cash and therefore capable of stepping up its own 
credit creation by making loans and buying bonds.   
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Meanwhile, the focus of investors was on bullish factors like blockbuster earnings, surging share-buybacks, 
positive economic prints, favourable seasonal trading patterns and promising trial results from Pfizer for its 
Covid pill. On a wave of good news, the S&P 500 rose 92 points or 2.0% to close at 4697 as global equity took 
in another $26 billion in the past week. The benchmark closed at an all-time high for the 64th time this year; 
it just needs 14 more highs to break the record set in 1995, when productivity was running the world. 
 
Over the past few weeks, according to RBC Capital Markets, more earnings forecasts made by analysts have 
been increased than reduced. The Weekly S&P 500 ChartShort illustrated as an interesting follow-on that 
earnings are now officially back to trend. Indeed there is some empirical evidence and anecdotal observations 
that parts of the problems in the supply chain are lifting. It means that companies have less limitations on 
what they can produce or sell, as input and shipping costs are settling down. Thus, it is possible that earnings 
may now go above and beyond trend for the next while. 
 
Howard Silverblatt of S&P Indices said that, with just two-thirds of the S&P 500 companies reporting, the 
market is heading for $230 billion in buybacks in Q3. Moreover, there are well-founded rumours that many 
countries with big trade surpluses and large official reserves are buying growth stocks--mainly the high tech 
ones.  
 
In the past two weeks, there were few negative macroeconomic surprises. On the contrary, most of the 
economic prints showed that real economic activity is re-accelerating. The Atlanta Fed’s NowCasting model 
is predicting that business activity in real terms will grow at the annual rate of 8.5% in Q4. U.S. employers 
added 531,000 jobs in October-a clear sign that growth is indeed resuming after a lackluster third quarter as 
two big headwinds-Covid-19 and supply shortages have begun easing.  
 
Pharmaceutical giant Pfizer reported that its oral antiviral drug for the treatment of the Coronavirus cut risk 
of hospitalization or death by 89% in a late-stage study, thereby bolstering holiday and travelling-type shares. 
However, pandemic type stocks like Peleton and Zoom were hit hard. Barron’s new headline is: “The Stay-at-
Home Trade Is Over”. However, Eric Saviks was quick to point out that one pandemic trend likely to stick is 
the accelerated adoption of digital technologies by companies. Cloud stocks like CRM, SNOW, DOCN, OKTA 
and companies like Bill.com, Shopify, LightSpeed, Microsoft Azure, Amazon Services and Google Cloud, which 
are part of the digital-transformation super trend.  
 
November is typically a very good seasonal month for the stock market, especially when everything looks as 
good as it can get. So are December, January and February. On Friday evening, the House of Representatives 
voted in favour of the Senate-passed $1.0 trillion infrastructure bill, without obligation to the $1.7 trillion 
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social spending package. The timing to bet on the rally’s continuance for the next few months is perhaps very 
good because the stock market appears to be in a sweet spot.  
 
 
P.S. I’m flying to St-Martin on Monday for a month of much needed post-pandemic vacation at the beautiful 
LaSamana Hotel on the French side. I may skip a few weekly commentaries. Maybe Bernard Arnault will be 
about to buy me a cocktail. 
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This is a reminder that "GRADUATE RESEARCH SEMINARS Marleau Lecture series" will begin in 1 week on: 

Date Time: Nov 12, 2021 02:30 PM Montreal  

 

Join from a PC, Mac, iPad, iPhone or Android device:  

Click Here to Join  

Note: This link should not be shared with others; it is unique to you. 

Passcode: 0vEKic 

Add to Calendar   Add to Google Calendar   Add to Yahoo Calendar  

 

Or join by phone:  

 

Canada: +1 647 374 4685 or +1 647 558 0588 or +1 778 907 2071 or +1 204 272 7920 or +1 438 809 7799 or 

+1 587 328 1099 or +1 613 209 3054  

US: +1 253 215 8782 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 346 248 7799 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 

929 205 6099  

Webinar ID: 963 5604 0252  

Passcode: 882122 

International numbers available: https://uottawa-ca.zoom.us/u/aZKHpCQXQ  

https://uottawa-ca.zoom.us/w/96356040252?tk=2QNx4An22Rs1ilYo6dwUUqKUutloT0J91fyWoq7B4hI.DQMAAAAWb0R-PBZKOXZwU1FSYVNmdUlVTWN5aXoyaXVnAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA&pwd=SUJFblFuUjVyMTJ4TU9hZGlFNCtodz09&uuid=WN_Zu0pphhISxWH-5zgTReSDw
https://uottawa-ca.zoom.us/webinar/tJIucu-oqjsoH9aiRwV73lJaI_RV_fRn2S_l/ics?user_id=J9vpSQRaSfuIUMcyiz2iug&type=icalendar
https://uottawa-ca.zoom.us/webinar/tJIucu-oqjsoH9aiRwV73lJaI_RV_fRn2S_l/calendar/google/add?user_id=J9vpSQRaSfuIUMcyiz2iug&type=google
https://uottawa-ca.zoom.us/webinar/tJIucu-oqjsoH9aiRwV73lJaI_RV_fRn2S_l/ics?user_id=J9vpSQRaSfuIUMcyiz2iug&type=yahoo
https://uottawa-ca.zoom.us/u/aZKHpCQXQ
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Or an H.323/SIP room system:  

H.323:  

162.255.37.11 (US West)  

162.255.36.11 (US East)  

115.114.131.7 (India Mumbai)  

115.114.115.7 (India Hyderabad)  

213.19.144.110 (Amsterdam Netherlands)  

213.244.140.110 (Germany)  

103.122.166.55 (Australia Sydney)  

103.122.167.55 (Australia Melbourne)  

149.137.40.110 (Singapore)  

64.211.144.160 (Brazil)  

69.174.57.160 (Canada Toronto)  

65.39.152.160 (Canada Vancouver)  

207.226.132.110 (Japan Tokyo)  

149.137.24.110 (Japan Osaka)  

Webinar ID: 963 5604 0252  

Passcode: 882122  

 

SIP: 96356040252@zoomcrc.com  

Passcode: 882122  

 

 

 

You can cancel your registration at any time. 

 

mailto:96356040252@zoomcrc.com
https://uottawa-ca.zoom.us/webinar/register/tJIucu-oqjsoH9aiRwV73lJaI_RV_fRn2S_l/success?act=cancel&user_id=J9vpSQRaSfuIUMcyiz2iug
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Disclaimer: 

This publication is proprietary to Palos Management Inc. (along with its affiliate Palos Wealth Management Inc., “Palos”). This publication may 
be copied, downloaded, stored in a retrieval system, further transmitted, reproduced, disseminated, and/or transferred, in any form or by any 
means, but only as long as it is unaltered and attributed to Palos. This publication and its contents may not be sold or licensed without Palos’ 
written permission. The information and opinions contained herein have been compiled or arrived at from sources believed reliable but no 
representation or warranty, express or implied, is made or implied regarding accuracy or completeness. The information provided does not 
constitute investment advice and it should not be relied upon on as such. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us 
immediately by electronic mail or telephone. This document may contain certain forward-looking statements that are not guarantees of future 
performance and future results could be materially different. Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance. “S&P” is a registered 
trademark of Standard and Poor’s Financial Services LLC. “TSX” is a registered trademark of TSX Inc. The Bloomberg USD High Yield Corporate 
Bond Index is a rules-based, market value weighted index engineered to measure publicly issued noninvestment grade USD fixed rate, taxable, 
corporate bonds. To be included in the index a security must have a minimum par amount of 250MM. 
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